China Review and Study Guide

On your map of China, label the following:

The Tibetan Plateau

Mongolia

India

Taklamakan Desert

Yellow River

Yangtze River
What is the “Mandate of Heaven?”

Is Confucianism a philosophy or a religion?

Name the three philosophies for ruling China. Which was the most popular with the people of China?

Which philosophy did the Qin Dynasty use to rule?

Why was the great wall built?

Where was it built?

Name some things the Chinese invented that we use today.

The Han Dynasty lasted much longer than the Qin Dynasty, partly because they ruled using which philosophy?

Define the following:

Aristocracy:

Confucianism:

Feudalism:

Legalism:

Name the military inventions of the Han:

Name the agricultural inventions of the Han:

Government officials were hired based on what during the Han Dynasty?

Name scientific instruments created during the Han Dynasty?

What items were traded along the Silk Road?

Because of silk, a new religion came to China. What was it and where was it from?

How was silk made in China?

What item did China most want from the West?